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Athletes from all over the world presented their
perseverance and sportsmanship in each and every
competition during the 7th CWG. These events helped
foster friendships among citizens and participants who
are all interested in peaceful and harmonious
relationships.

Opponents but friends
At the Volunteers Home in the Athletes' Village,

there was a wall where athletes could leave messages.
Reading the messages, one could feel their friendship

building.
Iana Egorian from Russia and Qian Jiarui

from China competed against each other in
the women's individual sabre final. After the
competition, they chatted merrily on the
podium and took photos together. Iana
Egorian asked Qian to take her to try some
local food, solidifying their friendship.

Exchanging gifts
On Oct. 22, 200m obstacle swim, 100m

manikin tow with fins, and 4×50m medley relay
kicked off at Wuhan Five Rings Sports Center.
After the competition, one of the Dutch athletes
didn't leave right away but chose to give a special
gift to volunteer Li Yongxing. Li served as an
assistant for the Netherlands delegation during
lifesaving games, providing guidance and
interpretation for the athletes.

The gift was a ceramic pot with scenery of
Amsterdam's streets painted on it, and a bag of
waffles packed carefully in a blue gift box. Li was

delighted with the unexpected gift and sent a
traditional folding fan in exchange. The fan had
two Chinese characters "清风（qīng fēng)" on it,
which means gentle breeze.

Establishing friendship
The warmth between participants transcends

boundaries. Peng Yiting, a sophomore at Wuhan
Polytechnic, was a language volunteer. She
received a badge from the German delegation on
the first day of the military pentathlon. Peng said

that the first event of the military pentathlon was
shooting. Immediately before the game, the German
team found no earplugs were prepared. Peng rushed
to solve this issue, and finally got earplugs for the
athletes to complete the game. "They expressed
thanks to me by giving me an official badge of the
German delegation," Peng said.

On Oct. 19, Xi Ziyang, a local primary school
student happened to take a seat adjacent to Marut
Rodboon, a Thai coordinator, when enjoying a boxing
game with his family. Rodboon gave his badge to the

little boy as a present, and they took some
photos together.

In order to express his gratitude, Xi went
back to the gymnasium on Oct. 21, giving
Rodboon flowers and a Han embroidery of
the Yellow Crane Tower. The coordinator was
touched, saying that he never expected to
have such a little friend here. He would like
to continue this friendship and keep in touch
with Xi.

(By Li Wei, Li Jia & Cai Xinxing)

Sports
strengthen
friendship

Hui Zicheng (R) wins 300m standard 3 positions individual.
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Primary student Xi Ziyang presents gift to Thai
coordinator.

Athletes rest during intervals.
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Family
support

American athlete Bridget Caulkins and
her family

The 7th CISM Military World Games provided a platform for friendly
exchanges and mutual learning among people from different countries. On Oct.
20, the 7th CWG Director Olivier Verhelle commented that the unique quality of
the Games was contained in its spirit. "Although people are coming here to
compete, there is a feeling of belonging here."

Games boosts exchanges and mutual learning

Sara Hjalager's parents in Wuhan
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The 7th CWG made family reunions
come true for athletes who were busy with
their intensive training. Athletes' parents
from home and abroad came to Wuhan to
cheer for their children.

On Oct. 25, a pair of foreign
spectators applauded loudly and popped up
to cheer during a taekwondo competition at
the Wuhan Gymnasium. According to
spectator Bernardo Norzagaray, they came
to Wuhan from the U.S. especially to
support their son, Juancarlos Norzagaray
Garcia.

They watched their 19-year-old, 54kg
taekwondo athlete win a quarter final.
Bernardo Norzagaray laughed with delight.
He said his son has been practicing

taekwondo for 15 years, since he was four,
and the family was very supportive.

On Oct. 24, American athlete Bridget
Caulkins and her family came to the
Hankou Culture and Sports Center to watch
the women's football semifinal between
China and Brazil. Caulkins said, "The
Games has gathered people from around
the world and made the city one
harmonious family."

Caulkins and her husband took their
three-year-old son to Wuhan's Yellow
Crane Tower and East Lake. The boy was
excited by everything he saw, especially the
Yangtze River light show.

Danish athlete Sara Hjalager reunited
with her parents who had come to Wuhan.

In her dad's backpack was a map of
Wuhan and a large stash of Danish national
flags. "We arrived at Wuhan on Oct. 18.
We want to see the place where Sara will
compete. Wuhan is amazing. The food here
is tastily spicy."

Wuhan tennis player Wu Di entered the
final of the men's singles competition. On
Oct. 24, Wu only met his parents briefly in
the spectator's channel at the Optics Valley
International Tennis Center after a match.
Although Wu has been training and
competing in Wuhan for nearly a week, the
family did not have a chance to sit down
for a good conversation. Wu's father had
prepared his son's favorite dish, hot pickled
mustard tuber and tofu dumplings.

Wuhan tennis player Wu Di and his
parents

Everyone focused on the ceremonies
and medal standings of the 7th CWG,
but behind the scenes 23,000 volunteers
were diligently working to make the
Games a success. They were "Smart
Shuishan."

Hundreds of students from Jianghan
University volunteered for the opening
ceremony; they prepared for it for nearly
half a year. During Wuhan's blistering hot
summer, they sported colorful caps,
sunglasses, masks, arm sleeves and sun
cream while practicing for hours on
the field.

Staff in the Athletes' Village provided
entertainment activities and genuine
service to make international guests feel
at home. Over 170 participating athletes
who spent their birthdays at the Athletes'
Village received special birthday cards with
a three-dimensional picture of the Yellow

Crane Tower. The card sent birthday
wishes in both Chinese and English, and
wished the recipient all the best.

Seven Bingbing actors impressed the
audience with their adorable gestures and
dance at the opening ceremony. The
actors, PLA servicemen, ranged from 19
to 26 years old. Unfortunately, Li
Xuechao had a wardrobe malfunction
when Bingbing literally lost his head
during the theme song performance.

Li said he was upset when the part
of the suit dropped, but he swiftly picked
it up and kept dancing without panicking.
After the ceremony, encouragement and
comfort from his comrades and officer
relieved his embarrassment. The costume
weighs almost 10kg and the actors' view
is limited inside the costume. It was
definitely not an easy task for them to
dance under such conditions.

Unsung heroes

During the 7th CWG, local citizens and volunteers did their best to offer various
services covering protocol reception, language, traffic guidance and more. Their
efforts offered CWG participants an unforgettable game experience.

Placard bearers in
training
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